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Data to dollars: Supporting
top management with next-generation
executive information systems
Chief information officers have a chance to expand their influence as the mediators
between business requirements and IT capabilities.

Jörg H. Mayer and
Marcus Schaper

The ability to transform data into insights to help

transit from one system to another, bypassed by

manage a company is the domain of corporate busi-

inadequately tuned data collection systems, or pre-

ness intelligence, which consists of the processes,

sented in user-unfriendly formats. Although

applications, and practices that support executive

wired with layers of information-gathering technol-

decision making. With such knowledge at a

ogy, organizations still find it difficult to deliver

premium, chief information officers have moved to

the right data to the right people.

center stage. By connecting the right parties
across their companies, CIOs are making their

At the heart of these difficulties are inadequate

role—helping organizations to mediate between

executive information systems, supposedly

business requirements and IT capabilities—

designed to help top management easily access

more critical than ever.

pertinent internal and external data for managing a company. Our research suggests that a set

It’s a challenging mission because for all the data

of common problems plagues these systems,

flowing through companies, executives often

which have existed for some time. Some forward-

struggle to find the information they need to make

looking companies have therefore given CIOs

sound decisions. Potentially valuable content is

a mandate to redesign them and to restore their

frequently trapped in organizational silos, lost in

importance in corporate decision making.

To be notified of new McKinsey business technology articles, register online and sign
up for alerts: https://www.mckinseyquarterly.com/register.aspx.
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Takeaways
Many executive information
systems fail to deliver
the insights top managers
need to make effective
decisions
These systems are plagued
by poor underlying data,
insufficient oversight of
the data and their uses, and
inflexible IT architecture
CIOs need to take a
leadership role—in
cooperation with business
units—to redesign the
underlying IT architecture
and to ensure that
the system reveals meaningful information about
performance
A well-performing executive
information system needs
to be flexible enough to
integrate requirements from
external sources such as
financial markets, regulators,
and other stakeholders

A failure to deliver

to aggregate accurately for decision-making pur-

When information systems are dysfunctional,

poses. Group management accounting may

performance suffers. The executives of a

roll up figures one way, operational management

large chemical company, for example, found that

another—inconsistencies that can make exec-

only about half of the data generated from

utives question the reliability of the underlying data.

its executive information system was relevant

At times, data sets lack contextual links that

to corporate decision making. Executives

could provide perspective needed for executive

needed precise numbers for each strategic business

analysis. Even if the system’s interface seems

unit, product, and operating business, but

to be convenient, when executives doubt that the

nonuniform data made apples-to-apples revenue

numbers are vetted, current, and accurate, they

and cost comparisons difficult.

may be disinclined to use it.

A rigid design architecture, based solely on

Poor oversight and system handling

financial-accounting rules, restricted the system’s

Too often, disjointed communication between busi-

output to a limited number of reporting for-

nesses and IT can lead to flaws in an executive

mats. Custom analyses, such as inventory turn-

information system’s design. Creating reports may

over by product and region, were nearly impos-

be complex. Sometimes IT logic rather than

sible to generate. A cluttered front-end interface

business analysis drives the navigation system. Ten-

compounded the problem. Executives intent

sions may arise as divisions, accustomed to see-

on reviewing key performance indicators (KPIs)

ing their numbers presented a certain way, vie to

had to sort through a jumble of onscreen data,

retain control over preferred reporting formats.

so the CIO needed to take several IT analysts

Clear ownership is central to governance, but fief-

offline every month to comb through the figures

dom issues are often a problem. As one executive

and create the desired analyses. Frustrated,

told us, “Data ownership can get personal. The

the company’s board pressed the CIO to explain

notion ‘I want my data my way’ can be pervasive.”

why group reporting costs were climbing
upward and so much IT support was necessary.

Inflexible business/IT architecture
Because business needs are dynamic, corporate

As the chief information officer, the CIO should

business intelligence must be as well. Yet many

play a more central role in designing next-

executive information systems have static design

generation executive information systems that

architectures that limit the capture, organiza-

can help a company’s top managers extract

tion, and accessibility of data. New demands—say,

value from the data that surrounds them. Three

regulatory changes, the adoption of Interna-

major factors often hinder success.

tional Financial Reporting Standards, or requests

Inconsistent and unreliable content

time-consuming adjustments. Older systems are

Different semantics and inconsistencies in the way

largely ill-equipped to handle these updates,

information is structured from one unit to another

so the IT staff must create manual links to Excel

from the field for performance data—often require

hobble many executive information systems.

spreadsheets and other data tables, and this can

Data, gathered through a multitude of sources, often

cause confusion. Since design limitations pre-

with different labels, tags, and uses, can be hard

vent the new data from being integrated into the
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system, parallel data structures crop up across

along any given point of its delivery network, it had

the IT landscape. A well-functioning executive infor-

little visibility into its own data streams. Years

mation system should deliver varying levels of

of rapid growth and decentralized, somewhat laissez-

detail, yet many dashboards offer only a top-line

faire information management had created an

view of the business; navigation facilities to pierce

untidy patchwork of reporting processes across its

through layers of reporting data overcharge current

divisions. Management lacked a single viewpoint

IT capabilities.

into the company’s core performance data and, as

From information to intelligence

made money.

a result, couldn’t know for sure which products
One global corporation decided that the best way
to tackle these problems was a wholly redesigned

Knowing that something had to be done, the CIO

IT blueprint to support top management. The com-

formed a task force, with members from both the

pany, a multibillion-dollar global logistics organiza-

business side and IT, which quickly found that

tion prized for its ability to transport goods from

relations between them were in some ways dysfunc-

one corner of the globe to another, was having

tional. Executives from headquarters, the busi-

a tough time getting its internal executive informa-

ness units, and the divisional and central IT func-

tion system in order. While it could track cargo

tions all documented performance in their own

One company’s blueprint for a next-generation executive information system
The CIO at a global company needed to take an end-to-end view in
designing his company’s business intelligence system. At the front
end, reports needed to cascade in a logical hierarchy. The top
managers’ interface required an intuitive design offering a wide range
of analyses. To support this robust interface, the underlying information
structure would have to be reconceived. Data were standardized
and information pathways reworked for the most important keyperformance indicators (KPIs) needed to manage the company. The
corporate navigator is its framework for designing a next-generation
executive information system with the four-layer business/IT model
shown in the exhibit.
The entry screen, which gives executives a graphical top-line summary
of the most important KPIs (Layer 1), includes comment fields to
highlight findings or explain deviations. Using the one-page reporting
format, Layer 2 offers an at-a-glance assessment of corporate performance in four core areas: financial accounting, management accounting, compliance, and program management. With a few mouse
clicks, anyone interested in the underlying details can access predefined analyses, such as contribution margins and P&L calculations, by product or business unit. A hierarchical reporting structure
connects these views, allowing users to toggle through different
levels of performance data.

As a result of the economic crisis, cash and liquidity management ranked
among the top priorities of this company’s CFO, so the CIO outfitted
the next-generation executive information system with a ‘flexible periphery’ linked to financial markets and other data sources. Executives
can now model the way market movements influence the cost of capital
and cash flows.
The remaining tiers house the supporting software and data structures
(Layer 4a) and the IT infrastructure, with hardware and networks
(Layer 4b). A service-oriented Layer 3, structured by the most important business domains, aligns business requirements with IT
capabilities to ensure that the executive information system tags, synthesizes, and applies data efficiently.
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way, tapping into different data sources to tally their

Standardize data and new information structures

results. These figures were rolled up into a series

To bring order, the CIO had to deal with a num-

of group reports, but variances in the underlying

ber of core issues. Standardizing the underlying data

data and the lack of a uniform taxonomy made it

to tackle inconsistencies was the first of them.

difficult for managers to know which set of numbers

Under the CIO’s leadership, the task force agreed to

to trust. The management interface, designed to

a set of groupwide KPI definitions, factoring in

present key performance data, was jammed with so

what the business side saw as the most important

many different and, in some cases, conflicting

KPIs—such as inventory turns, cycle times, and

KPIs as to be largely unusable. A non-user-friendly

margins—on a product-by-product basis. Then he

front end compounded the problem. Executives

created a company-wide taxonomy table to smooth

therefore asked for a new executive information sys-

the translation from one unit to another. The rela-

tem to gauge the company’s performance at vary-

tionships between key pieces of information were

ing levels of detail (exhibit). This new corpo-

redefined for the most important KPIs needed to

rate navigator would have to incorporate major

manage the company. New IT bridges resolved the

improvements in design and functionality

problem of manual data transitions from one sys-

MoBT
2009 “One company’s blueprint for a next(see sidebar,
tem to another.
Business
Intelligence
generation
executive information system”).
Exhibit 1 of 1
Glance: The benefits of a next-generation executive information system include a streamlined
reporting hierarchy and standardized data.
Exhibit title: Corporate navigator
Exhibit

Corporate navigator

Entry screen: Key performance indicators

Benefits of a next-generation
executive information system
include streamlined reporting
hierarchy and standardized data.

1

•
•

Vision

Legal requirements
Voluntary guidelines

•
•

Level of information

Decision making

Capital markets
Financial institutions

Strategic program

At a glance: Company’s performance
One-page reporting
2
Management accounting (controlling)

Compliance management

Layers

Financial accounting

3

4a

Alignment: applications, enterprise services, and domains

Support
Software: components and data structures

4b

IT infrastructure: hardware and networks

Program management
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Designing a business intelligence architecture

could handle. Features such as color coding, for

To improve the system’s responsiveness, the CIO

example, created more intuitive groupings, guiding

redefined the technical blueprint, creating central-

users through different types of reporting data.

ized business intelligence data storage to house,
tag, and order different data streams. A new archi-

Streamlining the reporting hierarchy

tecture based on business domains or groupings

As the CIO resolved these IT issues, he worked

rather than IT capabilities allowed data to flow more

in parallel to help business leaders gain a greater

fluidly. The design included flexible tools for

degree of visibility into the company’s core

accessing and transforming data—tools that con-

operations. In a series of meetings, he asked the

nected the group’s system to various upstream

leaders to identify their most important KPIs

databases, such as those for financial and manage-

and reports in order to streamline and prioritize

ment accounting. Revised business applications

them. Stronger logic and better-informed, more

created a common set of monthly and quarterly

disciplined reports and metrics help leaders set

reporting formats, as well as analyses that execu-

better targets, raise questions when performance

tives without deep IT knowledge and experience

diverges from them, and monitor progress more

could use to delve deeper into such things as share-

efficiently. The dynamic business-based architecture

holder value, budgeting, and capital planning.

makes it easier to change reports—eliminating

Last, a redesigned and improved interface allowed

the costly ad-hoc analyses that had bogged down

managers to move easily between these views to

the process—so fewer IT resources are needed

get the information they desired in a format they

to maintain the system. Because the underlying
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timely) information. Transforming data into use-

example, can use the redesigned interface as a pre-

ful insights is critical to creating value and, ulti-

sentation device during analyst calls and when

mately, to a company’s competitive advantage.

he speaks before the board.

As the leading conduits between business requirements and IT capabilities, CIOs have an opportunity to expand their influence while supporting
the goals of their companies.

Organizational flux, rising competitive pressures,
and the expanding global reach of many organizations now place a premium on information that
helps executives manage a company. New demands
for transparency from stakeholders and regulators magnify the need for better (and often more
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